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Differences in Conceptual Meaning 

  
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 

 ،ا=و"JKِ ِ�ُه 49'َی ..H= >' آDFْGِة َ�َحAB َو?د ا+6/م آُ*' ِ�=>' ِه �:7،9ِ �/+6/م4ِأ3/ ُآ؛ ا+*()/ت ./ت- ا+*(َ)' َ&% أحِ"ِ!َ� :ا���أة

�ِ!ِGِآ LM"َ+ا =H=َK49' ِآَی. ة�ِ NHKُ+ا L"!-HریL.�َ '< "َ+ا P9*ِت/Q َم?ًGاL*H+LTت ..�ِ*ًVي أDَح% ِم -Dَِت..اXُِم 'M*�ِ 'إش L4Tُ+ِL[: 

ب Bَ=سَ:ا" .4]&?ن ِمHG= َزِآ"=م؟ أL /3+' ِتL أ /:3�Tُ:ُش"Lري D ُسLاَحLل َ+ِ /4Tُ�M/ب ِ&D ا+6ََحأ. .م'"َ=إL3 ِت..=>'9ِ �ِ:.م'"َ=ِت

Kُ+رياL،�ِ Tُ اL+L"3ُإ49' م' َی"َ=49' ِتَی Lَ*إ�3/ *HMVَ [*َ�َ [M=ُVَ وأ3/ َموح dMH=ُKور ".*ّfاL"  : /3أ  gي ِتِ&واD4م َی="hِ49' ت =H

dQ4' آ=یH&.""ِت '+LT:� /:3مأ=" ".Gِآ '<�َ =H ء/Hشjا P9'+ّ49' ُم َیإQَ+/� Ak*:lمL)k،أح mیD� "ِA()*+/� '،fُ ا+*()/ت  '+L

D4رة - ا+ُ"LT+' َ&/ ُت +Qd"Qِّ*سَ""=�pqH - ا+LXَ+' أ /&َ ':3�49QّTُ:' َ+َی..اk+j/ظ.. �/+L)kQمَ Fْ� /4،�Ak*:l&َ n:-HXK*k َحِم

"'4H�="س"،?ًGم  "D:=ی�تِ*49' >' َآ َی،"إذا /Q..�َdیs ps لD،4َ� 4ْ� pدور/pورD،ِ: َی�ء /Hشj49' ه/ي ا:َl*ِ�َ NFْ�َ /3ل َی أLT '493ُإ L

 =Hخj/�3ُإ�ز ِL(� L6ّ+ُس،/م ?د ا jُا -HXK*< 4/نM+ /ریLLَردن >' ش dَیی A</Tُم49' ُمث vوت/ری A/+:/+'6:=آ�6:=ك .  

  
 

English translation: 
 
Is this worth using? 
 
Woman: I would like to speak about accents ... accents .… I was in Sham1…you know Belaad 
al-Sham is like one language, but they’re a lot … I mean … they break, they like breaking a lot, I 
mean how they speak .The Syrians … there are some words. For example, you tell him, I want to 
ask … from someone … you want to ask him for something, he tells you “tikrami”— generously 
… ah … one of the our guys says to a Syrian one  … he says to him “what do you say to me 
“tikram” -- I’m very upset with you.” The Syrian guy expressed amazement; he told him 
“tikram” means that I respond to your request, I mean in a good spirit, and I’m happy.” He told 
him [the Palestinian guy in this scenario] wallah,2  for me “tikram” means that my eye shall 
become generous … you are saying “tikram” to me.  I mean some … there are things which are 
different in conception, I do not want to say the accent, for accents are different even for us in 
Palestine, but in conception …ah …the terms;  I mean, when you say for tarabiza3 sakamleh 
when you say for kundarah4 skarbene... for example instead of “ah” “eh,” “banadorah” 
“bandorah”… I mean these things …ah … differ, but I say…I mean…at the end maybe Belaad 
al-Sham, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, and Jordan there is some shared culture, and shared history, 
thus.  

  
  

                                                 
1 Sham is the name for Greater Syria, which is the term that denotes a region in the Near East bordering the Eastern 
Mediterranean Sea or the Levant. 
2 Wallah in Arab is a casual swearing to the name of God; it is the colloquial for O-Allah, which means, “and God.”  
3 Stand,  i.e light stand.  
4 Shoe. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mediterranean_Sea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near_East
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